
 
  
LOT 613 FROM JAMESTOWN CONSIGNMENT  613

THE PROPERTY OF MR. PATRICK FORTUNE 

   
Gamut (IRE) 

  Spectrum   Rainbow Quest 
River Dancer 

BAY GELDING 
(IRE) 
April 15th, 2009 
(First Produce) 

Greektown   Ela-Mana-Mou 
Edinburgh 

Glass Curtain (IRE) 
(2001) 

  Old Vic   Sadler's Wells 
Cockade 

 Montelisa   Montelimar 
Liscarton 

E.B.F. Nominated. 
This gelding is unbroken. Sold with Veterinary Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale). 
  
1st dam 
GLASS CURTAIN (IRE): placed once over hurdles at 5 years; Above is her first foal. 
  
2nd dam 
Montelisa (IRE): placed once at 5 years; also placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; 

also 3 wins over hurdles at 4 and 5 years and £14,963 and placed 7 times inc. 2nd 
Brown Lad H. Hurdle, Naas, L. and placed once over fences; dam of 3 winners from 5 
runners and 5 foals; 
Gabreselassie (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; also placed once over 

hurdles at 6 years and 2 wins over fences, 2010 and placed 4 times. 
Lastchanceforlisa (IRE): winner over hurdles at 6 years, 2012; also winner of a point-

to-point at 6 years, 2012 and placed twice. 
Lisa Bleu (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; also winner over hurdles 

at 6 years and placed once. 
  
3rd dam 
LISCARTON: 2 wins: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years and placed; also winner 

over hurdles at 6 years and placed; dam of 2 winners from 9 runners and 10 foals; 
Montelisa (IRE): see above. 
Montpelier (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 6 years; also placed once over 

hurdles and 4 wins over fences and £33,865 and placed 8 times; also placed once 
in a point-to-point. 

De Bloke (IRE): winner of a point-to-point at 6 years. 
Foxhall Beauty (IRE): placed twice in N.H. Flat Races; also placed over hurdles, broodmare. 
Monteleena (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; also placed once over 

hurdles at 5 years; dam of a winner: 
Charminster (IRE): winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years, 2010 and placed once; 

also 2 wins over hurdles at 5 and 6 years, 2012 and placed twice and winner 
over fences at 6 years, 2012 and placed 4 times; also winner of a point-to-point 
at 4 years, 2010. 

Another Go (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years. 
Flash of White (IRE): placed once in a point-to-point at 6 years. 
Ardkilly Comet (IRE): ran 3 times in N.H. Flat Races and ran once over hurdles; dam of: 

Ardkilly Rebel (IRE): placed twice over hurdles, 2011; also winner of a point-to-point. 
Ardkilly Gunner (IRE): placed twice over hurdles at 6 years, 2011; also winner of a 

point-to-point at 5 years, 2010. 
  
4th dam 
MOONLIGHT STORY: unraced; dam of 4 winners from 5 runners and 6 foals inc.: 

Lucky Touch: placed once at 2 years; also 4 wins in British West Indies and placed 15 
times, broodmare. 

Ryecroft: 4 wins over hurdles and placed 9 times and placed 5 times over fences. 
Carraig Isle: 3 wins: winner at 3 years and placed 7 times; also 2 wins over hurdles 

at 4 years and placed 3 times. 
  
The next dam MOONWOOD: ran 3 times at 3; dam of 4 winners from 4 runners, 6 foals inc.: 

Valmoss: 10 wins in France. 
Draconic: 4 wins at 3 and 4 years and placed 5 times; sire. 
Charley Arlie: 2 wins: winner over hurdles at 4 years and winner over fences. 

STABLED IN BARN G BOX 273 

 


